Abdul Jalil: Climate change threatens the economic interests of the Gulf (Google Translator)
Through "dialogue" organized by the German foreign to bridge the gap between the media
and climate scientists

Co-Dean of the Faculty of Graduate Studies for technical studies and assistant director of the
environment program of the Arabian Gulf University, Dr. Ibrahim Abdul Jalil at the meeting,
which was organized by the German Foreign Ministry in Abu Dhabi under the title of
"dialogue" to discuss the most important challenges of the environment and climate change
in the world.
The collection dialogue representatives of media devices German and Arabic by a group of
scientists and specialists in the field of environment and climate change, on the other hand,
in order to intensify cooperation between the media and specialists in the field of climate
change to raise awareness of the phenomenon of climate change and the reduction of risks.
And Dr. Abdul Jalil working paper dealt with the most important opportunities and challenges
at the level of climate change in the Arabian Gulf, where he pointed out that the Gulf region is
one of the areas most affected by the phenomenon in the world of climate change at the
level of the water resources that are scarce in the base in this region.
She paper witnessing the Gulf region is the threat of rising sea levels, threatening water
dumped from the coasts of many Arab and Gulf countries in particular.
Abdel Jalil warned that economic interests located on the surface of the sea or on the littoral
beaches such as power and oil wells and tourism projects financial and harbors, is
threatened by rising sea levels.
He pointed out that the economic interests of the Gulf countries are threatened as a result of
being influenced by the direction of the West to look for alternative sources of energy which
puts the oil market is at stake.
Eating Dr. Ibrahim Abdul Jalil Assistant Dean of the Graduate School of technical studies the
most important opportunities for the Gulf States, which felt that the most prominent of which
investment in renewable energy technology as a form of diversification of energy sources.
He praised the initiative in this regard, "the source" of the Government of Abu Dhabi, which
he saw as one of the most important initiatives, which invests about $ 20 billion for the
development of renewable energy technologies.
Pointing out that this investment will create new jobs in the region and will help to solve the
problem of unemployment, and diversifying sources of income, will also help the transfer of
new technologies to the region, and building the Arab expertise in those areas.
And opportunities addressed by Abdul Jalil exploiting available sources of funding by
international organizations to confront climate change, clean development mechanism, which
has not benefited so far only the United Arab Emirates and Qatar, the Arab Gulf states.
Recommended seminar Petkvl scientists and concerned climate change put simplified
information are digested by the public at all levels set by the scientists and specialists in the
hands of the press to become the subject of evil and trading material.
It also called for dealing with climate change in accordance with the true size without
exaggeration or simplification.
Dr. Ibrahim Abdul Jalil said that the episode talk shows and workshops accompanying also

called for holding training workshops for representatives of the media in order to train them to
change Almnach.j issues

